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Justice Blackmun, in the last death penalty case of his career, proclaimed that he would no longer “tinker with the machinery of death.” To those of us who still tinker with the machinery of death, questions of mental capacity, culpability, and the character of the offender weigh heavily. As an appellate judge, tinkering means applying legal principles, not dealing with ultimate questions of morality, justice, and personal responsibility.

For most of the countries of the world, and a dozen states of our own country, the tinkering is an abstraction, for their laws do not include consideration of the death penalty. For the rest of us, the application of legal principles may be intellectually challenging. At the appellate level – nearly always one level removed from the question of whether an offender “should” be executed – the role seems rather dispassionate when compared with the role of prosecutors and jurors, who play an essential role in virtually every capital case.

The trial courts, and in particular the citizens called to serve as jurors, are the crucial point in the process. Jurors do not write opinions; they rarely speak publicly. They are considered seriously, most often, by those who study how they may be manipulated in individual cases. Jurors are first selected only if their personal views do not preclude consideration of the death penalty. They are “death-qualified” jurors, and they are chosen to the exclusion of the substantial minority of citizens who could not in any circumstances consider capital punishment.
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Upon a finding of guilt in a capital murder case, these death-qualified jurors then must weigh the aggravating and mitigating factors of the crime, and the characteristics of the offender, to determine whether there are aggravating factors that make the offender eligible for the death penalty. Even if there are aggravating factors justifying the death penalty, the jury can still say “no.” This is the point in the process where moral values and personal ethics become central. Jurors consider these matters quite seriously. One could spend an entire career looking for death penalty jurors who have treated this duty cavalierly and you would probably find only a very few. Few if any jurors, I would venture to say, would describe their deliberations as “tinkering.” Only a career of judging could bring forth the word tinkering; jurors would probably more likely use a more substantial word like “weighing.”

My focus on the role of jurors, however brief for this introduction, is intended to set the stage and provide the backdrop for the legal and analytical questions addressed in these articles. Most deal with exclusion of categories of persons eligible for the death penalty. Why do we not execute the mentally ill, the retarded, the youthful offender? These cases carry a common notion that such offenders are not sufficiently culpable for law to authorize execution.

But why is that? Consider youthful age. In Roper v Simmons, the prosecutor used offender Simmons’ youthful age to argue that it was an aggravating factor, not a mitigating factor. In effect, the prosecutor successfully argued to the jury that if Simmons was this violent and scary as a seventeen-year-old, consider what he would be like later in life. By the same principle, one could ask why we would exclude mentally ill persons. Some of them are genuinely scary and dangerous, and even the best of chemicals and consistency of treatment may not make them less so. And if I carry this argument one step further to the mentally retarded, in contemporary society I would run the risk of alienating most readers because, as the Supreme Court concluded in Atkins v. Virginia, there is a societal consensus that execution of the retarded is cruel and unusual.

6. In preparing this essay, I found in the database of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, an article about Simmons as a prisoner. In his late twenties, in prison, Simmons is reported to have become a Christian. If this characterization is accurate, it seemed to contradict the prosecutor’s prediction. In a religious sense, which the law does not consider, an execution may deprive the offender of the years needed to come to a point of redemption, if indeed that is what Simmons had achieved. Joan Little, Teens Are Trying to Save Man Condemned to Die: He Was Convicted of Robbing, Brutally Murdering Woman, ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH, Apr. 15, 2002, at A3.
So I return to a more interesting point, from an analytical perspective, that is, how do we determine as a legal matter whether somebody is eligible for the death penalty or whether the person is ineligible because of certain characteristics of his psyche, mental capacity, or youth?

With mental illness and lack of mental capacity, the questions involve defining the characteristics, and more importantly, determining in which cases they apply. When the law excludes execution of the mentally retarded, for instance, the more difficult question becomes whether a particular offender is mentally retarded so that he is ineligible for the death penalty.  

These questions of fact, more challenging than the issues of law involved, are left to juries. Actually these questions are addressed in the first instance by prosecutors who must decide whether or not to seek the death penalty. These prosecutorial decisions are influenced, in turn, by what prosecutors think that juries will do in individual cases. What are prosecutors and juries doing? Missouri statistics tell an interesting story. The number of death sentences has dropped in the past five years. In fiscal year 2001 through 2003, there were two per year, and none in the first half of fiscal year 2004. From fiscal years 1993 through 2005, 10.9 percent of first-degree murder convictions resulted in death sentences. From 2001 through 2004, however, the percentage was about half of that average. This drop started before the U.S. Supreme Court decisions in *Ring*, *Atkins*, and *Simmons*. The significant effect may have come from the widespread publicity about wrongful convictions.  

The consideration of the principles discussed in these articles focuses on the analytical concepts involved. This involves a close examination of legal principles, and the application of these legal principles to particular offenders. But it is important to consider, as we study these principles and their application, not just to consider the question: Who is he? But rather, who are we?
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